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Introduction

In this session, we will look at genomics in the following areas:

• Markers & SNPs:
• Breed composition
• Reference populations
• Trait prediction

• Genomic selection (incorporating genomics in genetic evaluation):
• Blending
• Single-Step model
• Marker-effects model

• Benefits of genomics

• GeneProb: identification of genetic conditions



The Bovine Genome

Animal Chromosome DNACell

Genome  = the genetic material (DNA) of an individual animal

How many chromosomes in bovine genome?



What is a SNP?

SNP = Single Nucleotide Polymorphism



Cattle, like humans, are diploid organisms – that is, they have two copies of each 
chromosome

What is a SNP?

A/A A/G G/G

Animal 1 Animal 2 Animal 3

Two possible alleles (di-allelic), giving 3 possible combinations



Which is which?



Breed composition



Which is which?
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Genetic diversity of East African Indigenous cattle

Weerasinghe et al ., (2018). Genetic diversity of the indigenous cattle of Kenya, Uganda, Ethiopia and Tanzania using high-density SNP data. WCGALP, New Zealand



✓ Phenotypes ✓ Genotypes

REFERENCE POPULATIONS
are required for genomic data to be useful in trait prediction



The reference population is critical for the successful use 
of genomic information in beef cattle breeding.



Prediction of genetic merit & phenotype

Goal: Identify relationships between SNP markers & resulting phenotypes

TG5: alleles T or C, position 422 of X05380 → Thyroglobulin



Prediction of genetic merit & phenotype

Goal: Identify relationships between SNP markers & resulting phenotypes

T C





Birth weight (GWAS)

Weerasinghe & Crook (unpubl.)



Carcase Fat (GWAS)

Weerasinghe & Crook (unpubl.)



Birth weight (GWAS)

Manhattan plot of genome - wide - log 10 ( P-values ) for birth weight estimated breeding values in Nellore 
cattle. The horizontal line represents the Bonferroni significance threshold (Martínez et al, 2016).



Genomics 101

▪ May be a few SNPs of significant effect

▪ May be a few SNPs of lesser effect

▪ Many SNPs of minimal effect

▪ Most SNPs of no effect

▪ SNP effects vary by breed, trait and model



Genomic values
(MVPs = Molecular Value Predictions)
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Genomic values
(density of genotype)



Genomic values
(density of genotype)





Genomics 101

▪ Higher density genotypes provide more information
• But not all information is “informative”

▪ Genomic values provide information
• But not all genomic values are “informative”

▪ Genomic values used in isolation have limited
“benefit” in beef breeding and selection
• Depends on breed and trait

• Depends on reliability

• Doesn’t account for the remaining (majority) of genetic
variation expressed in the population

• Depends on strength of relationship to reference population



Genomic relationship to reference population



EBVs &
accuracy

Incorporating genomics in EBV calculations:
(i) blending of genomic values

MVPs

blending



Incorporating genomics in EBV calculations:
(i) blending of genomic values

▪ Blending only impacts on genotyped individual
• no ongoing flow of influence to relatives



Impact of blending on 
EBV and accuracy

decreases

as pre-blend accuracy 
increases 



Incorporating genomics in EBV calculations:
(ii) single-step model

Individual animal
genotypes

Genomic relationship
matrix

EBVs &
accuracy



Genomic relationships



Single-Step vs Blending (BREEDPLAN)

• Impact on accuracy as well
– but accuracy might also DROP!

• SS models differences in genomic relationships
– blending assumes there are no differences





Incorporating genomics in EBV calculations:
(iii) marker-effects model

Individual animal
genotypes

Genomic marker
subset

EBVs &
accuracy





Imputation
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Breed-specific options

http://genomics.neogen.com/en/ggp-indicus



Questions



Benefits of Genomics

There will be two main benefits of incorporating genomic information
into a genetic evaluation (such as a BREEDPLAN analysis):

1. EBVs can be generated for animals which do not have
performance data

• animals too young to be measured → days to calving
• traits which are hard to measure → feed intake
• traits only measurable in one sex→ scrotal circumference
• traits measured once animal is dead → shear force (tenderness)

2. More accurate EBVs can be generated for animals with limited
performance information

• young bull with own observations but no observations on progeny



Benefits of Genomics

The actual improvement in EBV accuracy following a genomic test will
vary depending on a number of factors:

• individual trait

• EBV accuracy before genotype is used

• genomic proximity to reference population

• size of reference population

Genomics allows identification of elite bulls and heifers at younger ages:

• shortens the generation interval

• increases rate of genetic improvement



Practical Example

A breeder has implemented an ET program 
and has produced 10 full-sib bull calves

The breeder wishes to keep the top 6 bull calves - and steer the rest – by several
months of age yet without any performance information on them.

Currently a difficult decision as all 10 calves only have mid-parent EBVs and
Selection Indexes. Breeder cannot differentiate between them based on their
genetic potential.

Which are the best to keep as bulls?



Full ET Siblings

If genomics is incorporated into the BREEDPLAN analysis for this breed,
then the breeder can:

• Take a hair sample for each calf

• Pay for a genetic test

• This information will then be incorporated
into the BREEDPLAN analysis, and EBVs
which include genomic information will be
produced



Full ET Siblings

The breeder can now differentiate between calves 
using their genetic potential

The breeder can identify which calves suit their particular breeding 
program, selecting those to keep as bulls and those to steer



My breed is moving towards 
genomic selection, so I’m going to 
genotype my herd and get EBVs.

That means I can stop 
performance recording, right?



NO!
NO!

NO
NO
NO

NO!



The Role of Performance Information in the 
Genomics Era

“In the era of genomics, 
phenotype is king” 

Professor Mike Coffey 
Roslin Institute, UK



The Role of Performance Information in the 
Genomics Era

• A reference population is VITAL to the success of genomics

• Equally, genomic information is most useful when animals are 
closely related to the reference population

• Therefore, reference population needs to be updated over time
• esp. if young animals are to be genotyped

• Animals with both GENOTYPES and PHENOTYPES are ESSENTIAL



The Role of Performance Information in the 
Genomics Era

When individual breeds move to genomics, EBVs will be calculated from:

• Pedigree information

• Individual performance information

• Progeny performance information

AND

• Genomic information

Genomics is just another source of information



▪ Markers

▪ Genomic values

▪ Single-Step
• only “see” EBVs and accuracy

• won’t “see” if genotype is (un)favourable

• won’t “see” genomic relationships / contributions

One challenge….

Source: Pfizer technical summary, October 2013 



Questions



▪ Uses known DNA test results for a nominated gene
and combines this with pedigree information stored
on Breed Society Databases.

▪ Tracks recessive genetic conditions and genes of
interest.

▪ Calculates and reports the probability of the animal
being a carrier of the nominated gene.



Example: Before Using GeneProb



Example: After Using GeneProb



▪ Manages the spread of undesirable genes within each
herd and the prevalence within the breed.

▪ Enables better identification of animals within each herd
that need testing, rather than blindly testing all animals.

▪ Maximises the usefulness of the DNA test results stored
on each breed society database.

▪ Identifies problematic animals that may have incorrect
parentage. (pseudo parent verification test).

Benefits of GeneProb



Questions


